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About This Game

Princess Isabella is all set to marry the love of her dreams, Prince Adam. After returning home from a trip, however, she finds
that an evil curse has been placed on her castle by a mysterious witch. The curse has placed evil in every room, and turned

everyone inside the castle into mirrors! Follow a fairy friend as you piece together the clues and save your friends and family in
Princess Isabella: A Witch`s Curse, a gorgeous Hidden Object Adventure game!

Features:
135 Scenes
20+ Puzzles

15 Minigames
Evolving Gameplay

20+ Hidden object rounds
Unique gameplay

Tricky puzzles
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they should add the gun that is visible in this skin, i mean they just made a model and only used it here. why? but overall a cool
skin. bit tricky, but very much in the vain of games like commado on the speccy, but with more blood. Good buy if your pining
for some retro shooting action in a jungle.. It's been a while since I last played this game, so I don't remember much about it.
What I do remember is that I enjoyed it and want to see the full version of this. Keep up the good work!. DATE = 14\/10\/2014

*** As stated by the developers its an Alpha product, If there was an Early Access program for software and not just games on
Steam they would have used it.

------ THE GOOD -------

- That being said, this product is already at a very usable position. Its got an fantastic node based UI which makes chopping and
changing your shaders a really easy experience.

- The integrated Text Editor is fantastic.

- I love the DARK UI, All of the tools I use i try and get the dark UI where possible (intellij, Sublime, Mono). Don't
underestimate the productivity increase when you love the environment you work in ;)

- The immediate feedback you get while seeing your effect on a model in real time is amazing. This is my first ever shader tool
and im very happy.

- THE DEVELOPERS ARE GREAT, this should not be played down at all. The day it released (at least when i found it), it had
a huge bug that prevented AMD GPU users from using the GLSL part of the app, it was completely broken. After a few of us
said so on the forum, the dev told us they were ON IT :) Then about 12 hours later there was an update that fixed it completely
:) Ive also seen them do the same with other bugs other users have had. They are very competent.

------THE BAD------

- There is still a lot to do to get this product where I think it could be. At this point in time it only supports DX, and Open GL4.

- In future I REALLY want to see OpenGL ES support for GLSL ES. I enjoy developing for mobile, so at this point in time I
only use ShaderTool to mess about on PC. I really would love to use this for Android stuff :)
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-----------------------------------------------------------------

THE END

TLDR GOOD - Great App, Great Devs, Already VERY usable, TONS of potential..... GREAT DEVS ;)

TLDR BAD - Still very early in development, NO OpenGL ES Support yet.. The best diver for this game to date! The other
skins all had the same type of diver gear with different colors, but this one makes an entirely new suit.. VR is saved once again!.
Too harsh management. Even if I play only with my friends, got banned from cheating. Just curious about how it is done. At
least, they could allow playing with another account but they want me to buy again the game. Even if I want to buy again and
play, I cannot like changing account every time. It's not a worldwide RPG game, its fun to play with friends only. So, whatever
its your loss.. Bad copy of Clash of Clans !. I don't get it....I wall myself in.....no openins.....and I lose the match even when fully
walled in....like...I rarely put up a review but the addiction that others are saying...I don't see how it can be legit
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The same as the first one.. The game has a really solid foundation in lots of different areas:

Pros

- VR Support
- Mod Support with Clever Mod Package Creator
- Mod Manager
- Telemetry Support
- Recce, Replays
- FWD\/RWD Physics look good and handle as expected
- Wikis and walkthroughs for creating and releasing mods.

Cons
- Some limited Cars\/Stages for now, but will come with mods and new releases.
- No Sense of Speed from the Cars on the included tight tracks
- Getting Wheel setup is a bit tricky with the UI.. Unfortunately this game is a bit disjointed with bad/repeatitive voice acting. If
you don't do everything in order you end up having to do unlogical things in order to progress the story. There are only 6 puzzles
that I can remember in the entire game. The sequels to this game, Still Life and Still Life 2 are much better. If you decide to
play Post Mortem just get a walk through and get it over with :). + Engaging story
+ Good voice acting
+ Pretty visuals
+ Plot twists
+ Satisfying puzzles
+ Great soundtrack
+ Good classic scifi theme. I really wish I could recommend this game. Most of the reviews I've read aren't even aware that this
is an unpdate of a game so old is pre-dates MOO and MOO2. So to compare this with the MOO games isn't really fair, since it's
just as likely MOO took ideas from the old Armada 2525.

There are some great features to the game. In particular, the events notifications after each turn allows itself to be used as a sort
of checklist when resolving issues, in a way that not even the new Civ games do. However, there are several tedious features.
Moving population around planets is necessary, and it just takes a little too long to issue each transport command. The issues are
minor, such as having to move the mouse far across the screen, instead of having common commands set right next to each
other. So it isn't awful, just a little tiring to me after some hours of play.

Alien races keep spamming me with requests and deal offers, and there is no way to stop them. Unfortunately, most of the
offers just aren't that important. I finally declared war on one race to stop their nagging, which reduced communications to a
series of offers for peace. The aliens will also sometimes park on your planets, doing no harm, but causing the game to prompt
you to declare war every single turn, which also gets tedious.

This is basically a good, relatively simple sci fi 4x game that probably has some good strategy. But the polish isn't there, for me.
The pace of play tends to tire me rather than energize me. So I recommend avoiding it, although it might be enjoyable if you are
really interested in 4x sci fi games, of which there are not enough.

I have only played the Gold edition. Based on the new features list, I would avoid the regular edition and only buy the gold, if
you do buy it. It adds quite a lot.

Update: Okay, I changed my mind. But with some caveats. The game is funny, quirky, and easy to mod. If you like exploring a
game to see what makes it tick, and if you don't take it too seriously, this might be a good buy. The problems I mentioned lessen
as the game progresses, and there are many ways to win. Myself, I have made small changes to the random planet generation to
reduce the number of useless planets. It appears to have been made by one person, which I find quite admirable. It isn't really
polished, but it has a good heart.. I bought this 2 years ago and recently put 200hrs into it so I've had my tenners worth, but I
can't currently recommend it for new purchasers at this stage of development as I have serious concerns that work on the PC
version of this game is not going to progress any further than it already has. I love the game compared to other fishing games on
Steam but I have to be honest and tell it like it is.
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There have been zero new venues or content for a very long time on the PC version yet the developer seems very busy indeed
with his mobile version which is a cheaper buy. I'm currently awaiting a response from the developer on a number of questions
posed via the forum on his future plans for the PC game.

If I was a prospective buyer I would wait out and see what the developer comes up with for the PC version within the next few
months or go buy the cheaper android version if you must splash out now.

At this point in time, I certainly wouldn't be paying full price requested for an EA PC game which appears to have been "parked
up" over a long period of time now and that could be seen by some people as just a fund raiser for the mobile version.. An
Excellent insight into what a 48 Hour Type Game Jam feels like. I really enjoyed the games, and it's inspiring to see the game
developers interactions with each other and how much collaboration can bring to simple concepts. Now to go find some
Jamming buddies
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